Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to ensure that the information provided on this map is current and accurate, users should not assume that this is always the case. The University of Pretoria makes no representations or warranties of any kind, whether expressed or implied, regarding the accuracy of the map. The University of Pretoria, its employees, officials, suppliers, agents and/or representatives shall not be liable for any loss or damage suffered by the user, whether direct, indirect or consequential, or for any expense of any nature whatsoever resulting directly or indirectly from reliance on the map.

Map legend:
- UP Buildings
- UP Residences / Accommodation
- Other Buildings
- Ring Road
- Roads
- Parking
- Visitors’ Parking
- Parking for Disabled Persons
- Student Parking
- Vehicle Access
- Pedestrian Access
- UP Information Desk
- Public Toilets
- Toilets for Disabled Persons
- Retail and Dining Facilities
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